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BAMBOO COLORBOX

Next to the colors in our standard 
collections, you also have the 
option to order your rug in a color 
of your own choosing. 

All Bamboo colors in this 
presentation are available as uni 
color or as mixed color with a 
maximum of 7 colors. 

Next to the color options in this 
box, the Bamboo yarn can also be 
lab-dyed in any requested color 
for orders of 40m2 and over.
The additional, one-off costs for 
lab-dyed colors are € 750,-.
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BAMBOO COLORS 
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Digital colors differ from reality. No rights can be derived from this digital document. Its purpose is only to serve as a working tool. 
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POSSIBILITIES

COLOR OPTIONS
+ All colors in this box are available in our Bamboo yarn qualities, such as Day Light.
+ Colors can be used uni as well as mixed. The maximum amount of colors mixed in Bamboo yarn is 7 colors. 

CUSTOM COLORS
Next to all standard color options in this box, the Bamboo yarn can also be lab-dyed in any requested color! 
This is possible for rugs from 40 m2 and over. The one-off costs of this special lab-dye is € 750,- and the 
production time will increase with approximately 2 weeks. 

DIFFERENCES IN DYE BATCH
All Bamboo yarns are dyed in a natural way, therefore a minimal deviation per dye batch is possible. Per rug 
we always use yarns from the same dye batch. 

SAMPLES
Please contact us for a sample in case you would like to see a chosen color or special pattern. We have many 
possibilities to adjust pile height, shape, pattern and color to your wishes. For sampling we charge a small 
amount which will be credited when ordering the actual rug. 

ABOUT BAMBOO

100% BAMBOO YARN ADVANTAGES:
+ Soft to the skin: Bamboo yarn is very fine and has a soft feel.
+ Velvet look: Bamboo yarn has a luxurious appearance with elegant shine.
+ Vibrant coloring: Bamboo colors have a melange look and are available in a range of vivid colors.
+ Anti-bacterial: resistant to bacteria and therefore suitable for people with allergies.
+ Smell resistant: this antibacterial yarn resists the growth of bacteria on the fiber.

SUSTAINABILITY OF BAMBOO:  
+ Bamboo yarn is environmental friendly. It comes from a natural and sustainable source.
+ During growth the soil and roots aren’t disturbed which is great for soil health.
+ It is a renewable source and the fastest growing woody plant on our planet.
+ It releases abundant oxygen into the atmosphere.
+ The dyeing of our Bamboo yarn is eco-friendly.

COMPOSITION
Pile: 100% Bamboo
Yarn origin: Europe
Primary backing: 100% pes
Latex: Luxury contract latex
Backing: 100% pes

SIZE
Width: up to 9,15 meters seamless, wider possible with seam. 
Length: no limit

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS (SOURCE: TEXTILES AND FLOORING INSTITUTE GMBH)
Color Fastness to artificial light: 4-5
Color Fastness to water: 5
Static electricity: Eucalyptus rugs can be used in closed spaces 
Resistance to traffic: low/medium 

APPLICATION
Rug with medium capacity to resisting to weariness, appropriate for residential market.
The exact durability depends on the usage of the rug. 

MAINTENANCE
+ To avoid permanent furniture marks on the rug, we advise you to vacuum and move furniture regularly or turn the rug to 
recover the yarn.
+ In case of liquid stains immediately use absorbent paper or a towel for 24 hours. Avoid rubbing when the yarn is still wet. Big 
amounts of water can damage the Bamboo fibers. 
+ Chemical dry cleaning or foam cleaning only. Steam cleaning or any other methods which involve a substantial increase of 
temperature are not recommended. Please contact us for a complete maintenance report.
+ Turning the rug on a regular bases helps improve the longevity of the rug.

INSTALLATION
Plain, dry and clean surfaces. Overall adhesion or stretched. Suitable for floor heating as well. 

CERTIFICATIONS
NP EN ISO 9001:2008 certified by TUV Rheinland  
Burning classification - EN 13501-1:2010 - Cfl-s1  


